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SUMMARY
First-year students in college who had participated in a study of college-decision-making8 to 20

months earlier were asked to recall the criteria they had used and the alternatives they had
considered in making the decision. They were also asked to describe the criteria they thought, in
retrospect, that they ought to have used, and to rate their satisfaction with the decision-making
process and its outcome.
Two hundred and seven of the original 322 participants respondedto a

follow-up questionnaire through the mai1.Participants recalledabout half of the criteria they
originally reported using, and about tw0-thirds of the schools they originally reported considerﾂ
ing. Their recall of criteria was affected by their current
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view of the criteria they should have

used, providing a replication for previous findings. No gender or academicability effects were
found. Somewhatsurprisingly, given existing literature, recall was unaffected by emotional
to the decision, either those reported during the decision-making process or those
reported retrospectively. Overal1, the pattern of results suggests that memory is affected by a

responses

decision-maker's current

cognitive frameworkof the decision, specifically,their retrospective

view of how they ought to have made the decision. Moreover, memory

is far from perfect, even

for stimuli that the decision-maker generated her- or himself, and to which presumably,they
gave significant amounts
of thought.

After making an important life decision, how do people rememberthe thought
processes that went into the decision? In retrospect, how well are they able to remember
the criteria they used in making the decision, and/or the alternatives that they con ﾂ
sidered? How does the structure of their decision-making affect later recall? Do

recall of what they really did?Js people's recall influenced by their affective responses

to the decision-making process, either during the process or when they experience the
outcome?
In a longitudinal study of rea1-1ifedecision making (Galotti, 1994; Galotti and
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Kozberg, 1994;Galotti and Mark, 1994),I studied the self-reported decisionprocesses
used by college-bound high school juniors and seniors as they made decisions about
which collegesto apply t0, and ultimately, to attend. Students participated in one, tw0,
or three sessions during which they were asked to describe the sources

of information

they had consulted, their feelings about the decision-making process, the criteria they
were currently using to make the decision, and the alternatives (i.e. schools) they were

currentlyconsidering.

As a follow-up to those sessions, participants were contacted by mail in January of
their first year of college. They were then asked to describe their overall satisfaction
with their choice, and to recall the factors and alternatives they had previously
considered. They were also asked to describe, in retrospect, the criteria they should
have used to make the decision. This paper reports on analyses of data from this

follow-up instrument.1

This research obviously falls into the tradition of what has been called 'everyday

memory', or 'naturalistic memory'(Cohen, 1989;Harris and Morris, 1988;Neisser and

Winograd, 1984). The 'stimuli' for the recall task were naturally-0ccurring, and in fact
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were self-generated by the participants. Some studies of everyday memory, including
some work on s0-called 'flashbulb memories' (e.g. Brown and Kulick, 1977) have not
had access to the original events subjects were claiming to remember.In other studies,
the point has been not to assess the veridicality of the recal1,but instead to analyse other
properties of the recalled memories, such as their temporal distribution or content

(Goldsmith and Pillemer, 1988; Pillemer, Goldsmith, Panter, and White, 1988; Pi1lemer, Rhinehart and White, 1986).In the current study, however, I actually had the
data showing what criteria and alternatives a given participant had reported using at a
given point in time, and could use this to assess the accuracy of their later recal1.Thus,

this study involves memory for a process in which a subject participated,rather than
for an event that a subject witnessed or participated in.
A classic study of recall of a rea1-1ifedecision was reported by Blackbume-Stover,

memory

Belenky, and Gilligan (1982), who studied the long-term reconstructive memoriesof

who had faced and made decisions about abortion. Their subjects, 24 women
ranging in age from 15 to 33, originally participated in a study of abortion decisionmaking. One year after their initial participation, 20 of the women were reinterviewed.
Their cognitive development was assessed on both occasions using a Kohlbergian scale
of moral reasoning. At both interviews, subjects were asked to respond to a series of
open-ended questions (although they were phrased in the past tense during the
follow-up interview), such as: How did you get pregnant?How have you been dealing
with it so far? Has this experience changed the way you think about yourself? or Has
your pregnancy
forced you to come to terms with or come into conflict with what you
believe in? Accuracy of memory was assessed by comparing responses made to these
questions at the two sessions.
Results showed that those subjects who had made developmental
gains (as indexed
by a gain in 'Moral Maturity Scores' derived from the Kohlbergian interview) reconstructed their decisionin different terms than they had originally used when makingthe
decision. At the same time, women who did not show developmental
gains responded
to the recall questions in essentially the same terms as they had originally. Further,
women

* Papers describingother aspects of the study (Galotti, in press; Galotti and Kozberg, in press; Galotti &
Mark 1994), as well as copies of all instruments used, are available from the author.

